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As soon as they were settled in their chairs, ranged probably
in arcs not rows facing the speaker's chair at the east side of the
square room, they proceeded to the election of a president.
Franklin, the only delegate besides Washington who could have
been thought of for the post, had intended to put Washington's
name in nomination. In Franklin's absence, Robert Morris moved,
as for Franklin and Pennsylvania, that a president be elected by
ballot. When this was agreed to, Morris nominated Washington,
as everybody expected and desired, Rutledge, seconding the
motion, observed that in view of Washington's presence there
could be no discussion. The ballots were taken, each state casting
one vote, and Washington was found to have been unanimously
chosen. Morris and Rutibdge conducted him *o the president's
chair, standing on its low dais behind the desk on which the
Declaration of Independence had been signed That memorable
chair, which belonged to the Pennsylvania Assembly, had been
ujfed by all the presidents of the Continental Congress when
it met in Philadelphia. On the crown which surmounted the
chairs high back was carved arid gilded a rising (or was it a
setting?) sun.
Sitting here in the room in which he had been chosen com™
mander in chief, Washington now accepted the new honor witib,
words as modest as those he had spoken then* He thanked the
delegates, reminded them that he was undertaking this task
without experience, and hoped that his errors, which would be
unintentional, might be excused. Some of the delegates present
had never seen him before this Convention, but already they
saw him as heroic and prophetic, hardly noticing in detail his
tall, heavy body, ruddy face, grave blue eyes, sloping shoulders,
large hands and feet, and long horseman's legs; hardly aware that
his badly fitted false teeth made his words indistinct, as an admir-
ing French lady had noted the past October at Mount Vemon.
All these things were unimportant in comparison with his gen-
eral look of command. It was as natural for Washington to com-
mand as for Franklin to think.
Wilson of Pennsylvania moved that a secretary bo appointed,
and nominated Franklin's grandson, William Temple Franklin,
who had been secretary to his grandfather in Paris and to the
commissioners who negotiated the treaty of peace with England,
Colonel Hamilton of New York nominated Major William Jack-

